
Simply Sewing 25 Family Makes For
Christmas
The holiday season is finally here, and what better way to celebrate than by
getting your family together for some festive sewing projects? Simply Sewing
magazine is here to inspire you with their latest issue, featuring 25 incredible
Christmas makes that will bring joy and creativity to your home.
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1. Festive Stockings

One of the classic Christmas decorations, stockings can be personalized for each
family member. Whether you prefer traditional red and green fabrics or modern
patterns, Simply Sewing provides easy-to-follow instructions to help you create
beautiful stockings that will make everyone excited for Santa's visit.
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2. Adorable Ornaments

Decorating the Christmas tree is a cherished tradition for many families. Why not
add an extra touch of love with handmade ornaments? From cute felt animals to
fabric stars, Simply Sewing's ornament designs will make your tree truly unique
and special.

3. Festive Advent Calendar

Counting down the days until Christmas is even more exciting with an advent
calendar. Simply Sewing offers a variety of beautiful designs, including pockets
for small surprises or numbered fabric bags. Your children will love the
anticipation and daily surprises during the holiday season.
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4. Christmas Tree Skirt

Complete the look of your Christmas tree with a handmade skirt. Simply Sewing
presents different patterns and techniques to create a skirt that matches your
home's decor perfectly. Whether you prefer a traditional quilted design or a more
modern style, you'll find plenty of inspiration in this issue.

5. Reusable Gift Wraps

Reduce waste and add a personal touch to your presents with reusable gift
wraps. Simply Sewing introduces eco-friendly fabric wraps that are not only
environmentally conscious, but also beautiful and customizable. Your loved ones
will appreciate the additional effort and creativity put into their gifts.

6. Festive Table Decorations

Hosting a holiday dinner? Impress your guests with handmade table decorations
from Simply Sewing. Whether it's stunning placemats, festive napkin rings, or
unique centerpieces, you'll find step-by-step instructions to create a beautiful and
inviting table setting for your family and friends to enjoy.

7. Holiday Aprons

Cooking and baking are essential activities during Christmas, and a cute holiday
apron can make the experience even more enjoyable. Simply Sewing presents a
variety of apron designs that are not only practical but also stylish, with festive
fabrics and fun patterns to choose from.

8. Cosy Pyjamas

Snuggle up with your loved ones in matching Christmas-themed pyjamas. Simply
Sewing offers patterns for all family members, including adults, children, and



even pets! Create lasting memories with cozy and cute sleepwear during the
festive season.

9. DIY Stocking Fillers

Looking for unique and personalized stocking fillers? Simply Sewing provides
tutorials for crafting small gifts, such as keychains, phone cases, and mini
pouches. These handmade treats will add extra charm and thoughtfulness to your
Christmas stockings.

10. Quirky Christmas Cushions

Spruce up your living room with quirky Christmas cushions. Simply Sewing brings
you a range of designs, including festive characters, geometric patterns, and
bright colors. Express your creativity and make your home even cozier this
holiday season.

11. Family Photo Quilt

Collect your favorite family photos and turn them into a beautiful quilt that will be
treasured for years to come. Simply Sewing provides step-by-step instructions on
selecting fabrics, creating quilt blocks, and assembling the final masterpiece. This
unique keepsake will surely become a family heirloom.

12. Advent Bunting

Create a festive atmosphere throughout your home with an advent bunting.
Simply Sewing presents various bunting designs, including fabric triangles
adorned with numbers or individual fabric bags. This DIY project will not only add
charm to your home but also provide a fun way to count down to Christmas.

13. Personalized Tree Decorations



Make your Christmas tree even more special with personalized tree decorations.
Simply Sewing offers ideas for creating ornaments with names or initials. These
decorations will not only add a personal touch to your tree but also become
cherished keepsakes for years to come.

14. Festive Garlands

Transform any space in your home with festive garlands. Simply Sewing provides
easy-to-follow tutorials on creating garlands adorned with fabric stars, mini
stockings, or felt animals. Add a touch of magic to your holiday decorations with
these colorful and cheerful garlands.

15. Christmas Quilts

Snuggle up on cold winter nights under a handmade Christmas quilt. Simply
Sewing offers a variety of quilt patterns, including traditional designs like
patchwork or appliqué, as well as modern geometric patterns. Create a cozy and
festive ambiance in your bedroom with these stunning quilts.

16. Handmade Advent Candles

Bring warmth and light into your home with handmade advent candles. Simply
Sewing provides tutorials on decorating plain candles with festive fabrics, ribbons,
and other decorative elements. These unique candles will add an extra touch of
joy and anticipation to your holiday celebrations.

17. Festive Kitchen Accessories

Make cooking and baking during the holiday season even more enjoyable with
festive kitchen accessories. Simply Sewing offers patterns for oven mitts, pot
holders, and tea cozies that feature Christmas motifs and vibrant colors. These
accessories will bring a cheerful atmosphere to your kitchen.



18. Santa Sacks

Make gift-giving more exciting with personalized Santa sacks. Simply Sewing
provides step-by-step instructions on creating these festive bags using lovely
fabrics and adding names or initials for that extra special touch. Watch your loved
ones' faces light up as they discover their own unique sack on Christmas
morning.

19. Festive Pencil Cases

Get your children excited about going back to school after the holidays with
festive pencil cases. Simply Sewing offers various designs, from cute animal-
shaped cases to fabric pouches adorned with holiday motifs. These pencil cases
will add a touch of fun and festivity to their school supplies.

20. Christmas Soft Toys

Surprise your little ones with adorable handmade Christmas soft toys. Simply
Sewing offers patterns for cuddly animals like reindeer, snowmen, and elves.
These huggable toys will quickly become their new favorite companions during
the holiday season.

21. Personalized Christmas Banners

Add a personal touch to your festive decorations with personalized Christmas
banners. Simply Sewing provides tutorials on creating fabric banners adorned
with names, festive phrases, or even family photos. These banners will make
your home feel warm and welcoming during the holiday season.

22. Christmas Stocking Advent Calendar

Combine two Christmas traditions with a stocking advent calendar. Simply
Sewing offers step-by-step instructions on creating a unique advent calendar



using mini stockings. Fill each stocking with small surprises or treats, adding an
extra element of excitement to the countdown to Christmas.

23. Festive Pajama Sets

Relax and unwind in festive pajama sets. Simply Sewing provides patterns for
matching family sets, including adults, children, and even dolls. Spend cozy
evenings together, creating memories while wearing comfortable and stylish
sleepwear.

24. Patchwork Table Runner

Dress up your dining table with a patchwork table runner. Simply Sewing offers
various designs and color schemes to suit your preferences. Enhance the festive
spirit of your meals by placing this handmade table runner at the center of your
table.

25. Personalized Fabric Gift Tags

Give your presents a personal touch with fabric gift tags. Simply Sewing shows
you how to create unique gift tags using different fabrics and sewing techniques.
These tags can be personalized with names or messages, making your gifts extra
special and memorable.

The Magic of Crafting for Christmas

Christmas is a time for family, joy, and creativity. The act of crafting together
brings loved ones closer while creating unique and cherished decorations, gifts,
and memories. With Simply Sewing's latest issue featuring 25 family makes for
Christmas, you have all the inspiration and guidance you need to embark on a
festive sewing journey!
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Sewing is a practical magazine for makers who sew, or would like to start sewing.
Its contemporary look and feel, fresh attitude and ideas, beautiful photography
and inspiring projects will have you behind the sewing machine from the get-go!

Love Started In The Trap Episode One: A
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prepared for an...
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Discover the Power of Perception: It Is So When
You Think So
Perception plays a crucial role in shaping our reality. The way we
perceive things greatly impacts our actions, decisions, and overall life
experiences. It is a fascinating...

Ensuring Human Robot Interaction Safety
Standardization And Benchmarking: A Critical
Analysis
Your safety matters. As technology advances, so does the importance of
establishing safety standards and benchmarks in the field of Human
Robot Interaction (HRI). This...

The Super Hero High Yearbook: Uniting
Superheroes in an Exciting Adventure
The Super Hero High Yearbook from DC Super Hero Girls is a must-have
for all fans of the series. This captivating yearbook takes readers on a
thrilling...

Unlocking Imagination: Dive into the World of
Bedtime Stories Children Picture
Bedtime stories have always been an essential part of a child's routine. It
is the time when children can unwind, escape to a world of imagination,
and experience...
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Wit Play Margaret Edson - A Potent Reflection
of Life and Death
The Unforgettable Journey of Wit Play by Margaret Edson In the realm of
theater, there are...

Affected Emotionally Engaging Customers In
The Digital Age: How Brands Shape Consumer
Sentiments
In today's digital age, brands have recognized the significance of
emotionally engaging customers to foster loyalty and increase sales.
With the rise of social...
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